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Instructions: Releasing Fears, Changing Beliefs And Vows

Download the audio and script at www.kevinbillett.org/book-bonus

Th is exercise, like the one in the last chapter, is not designed to be intensely 
emotional; in fact you may feel only subtle or moderate feelings, and that is 
fi ne. It is mostly an emotionally disassociated introspection, and it is designed 
to change the way we feel and react to an old memory or circumstance, and to 
change some disempowering beliefs and vows that arose from that memory. In 
parts the exercise is humorous, very silly in fact, so let go and have fun with it. 
It should take about 45 or 50 minutes, so make sure to allow suffi  cient time to 
undergo the exercise thoroughly.

You could ask a friend or loved one to read out the exercise to you, or you can 
access the online audio version, which comes with some extra benefi ts. But for 
this exercise, you cannot just read it to yourself - your eyes need to be closed for 
the whole thing. So, whichever way you work, fi rst read the script through to the 
end of the exercise so you understand it, then do it!

Instructions for the person reading the script to you are included in parenthe-
ses [like this]. Wherever there are three dots, like this ‘…’ the reader should pause 
for a moment. Read at a relatively brisk pace.

Find a quiet place, somewhere where can just sit and be uninterrupted - turn 
phones off , make sure you have some private space and time. Take a seat, and fi nd 
a nice comfortable position, relax and close your eyes. 

Intention:
Th at you change your relationship with some old fears and begin to change some 
unhealthy or unsupportive beliefs and promises from the past
Time:
45 to 50 minutes
Emotional level:
Mildly to moderately emotional
What you need:
Quiet space. Pen and paper. Tissues
At the end:
Short break of 15 minutes or so

5
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Exercise 5: Releasing fears, changing beliefs and vows

As you relax and settle, just close your eyes… and turn your awareness inwards… Now 

imagine that you are sitting safely on a comfortable couch in a viewing room, with a 

large, blank video screen on the wall in front of you… You can welcome a mentor, a wise 

sage or saint… someone who is profoundly free in their being… and a guardian angel if 

you wish… feeling its protective presence safely enveloping you… You can even ask the 

mentor to provide a crystal dome of protection… One that allows in only love and pos-

itivity… and keeps everything else on the outside… Good… Just rest in the knowledge 

that you are completely safe here. 

Putting your attention on the screen now… You can bring the screen closer, or push 

it farther away… You can adjust the size of the screen, to make it bigger or smaller … 

and at any time you can alter the focus until it’s either sharper or more fuzzy… You can 

adjust the color and brightness… You can even make it black and white if you like… So 

now, begin to make all these adjustments so that you begin to feel more relaxed and 

comfortable now… Great.

Now notice the DVD player right below the screen… and in your hand is a remote 

control device… and a DVD disc in its case… On this DVD is recorded an old scene or 

memory related to a fearful reaction you may have had in the past to a strong emotion 

or emotions… maybe one of your core avoidance emotions… one that, in the past, you 

might have avoided at all costs… It is a memory that long ago may have caused you 

to shut down, collapse… freeze… block… resist… or avoid a specifi c emotion or emo-

tions… And you can rest in the knowledge that you are in complete control of how this 

old scene plays out. 

And now, as you remain seated on the couch, pick up the remote control… as you get 

ready to watch the old scene play on the screen… give the mentor the case containing 

the DVD disc… and let the mentor put the DVD disc into the player… Please nod your 

head to let me know when the disc has been inserted… [Give time]… Great.

And now press the ‘Play’ button on the remote and just let the scene play out 

from beginning to end… as you sit safely watching the screen… And just let me know 

when the scene has completely played out… [Give time]… Great… So would you please 

briefl y describe the scene to me?… [Let yourself describe it]… Thank you… And just for 

extra clarity, would you please tell me which specifi c emotions you may have blocked or 

shut down or avoided at that time?… [Let yourself answer]… Great, thank you.
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So, now put your attention back on the scene of that old memory on the screen… and 

just push the ‘Fast Play’ button and let it play out really quickly right to the end… 

And when it’s fi nished you can let me know by giving a nod… [Give time]… That’s great.

And now press ‘Fast Reverse’ and see and hear the scene running backwards… 

Now run the scene forwards again, triple speed… Now backwards triple speed, seeing 

everyone moving in reverse, hearing the words backwards… Now forwards again… 

Now backwards… Faster and faster each time… Forwards, backwards, forwards, back-

wards… again and again… faster and faster ... Forwards, backwards, forwards, back-

wards… until the scene and the words are a complete blur… And when everything is 

a complete blur, you can just nod your head to let me know… [Give time]… Excellent!

Now, give everyone in the scene, yourself included, silly fancy dress or cartoon charac-

ters’ outfi ts with funny ears and noses. Make all the scenery and props out of rubber or 

sponge or candy… Make it bouncy, or springy, and fun… And let everyone speak with 

very silly cartoon voices, or like they’ve been inhaling helium… You too!… Great!… Now 

add some funny cartoon-type music… and just watch and hear the scene play out with 

these silly costumes, the silly scenery, the silly voices and the silly music. Notice how 

different it looks, sounds and feels as the scene plays out to the end… Then run the 

scene backwards and forwards… faster and faster in each direction… seeing the ac-

tions, hearing the words… especially as they are spoken backwards… faster and faster 

in each direction… incredibly fast … and even faster still… until it’s all a complete blur 

… And when it’s fi nished, just nod your head to let me know... [Join in the fun, and play! 

Give time]... Fabulous!

Now let the younger you in the scene step down off the screen and come over to join the 

you on the couch… And ask either the younger you in the scene or the mentor… What 

unhealthy beliefs… and vows or promises were formed here?… What unsupportive be-

liefs about strong emotions did you form?… And what vows or promises of closure, shut 

down or collapse… or avoidance or distraction did you make?… How did you contrive 

to avoid such feelings and such circumstances in the future?… What did you decide?… 

Allow all the old beliefs, vows and promises to reveal themselves… and speak out all the 

words associated with each of them… [Let yourself answer. (The partner can help if nec-

essary by repeating this paragraph.) Make sure you speak out loud the words associated 

with the beliefs, vows and promises. Write them all down so you can repeat them back 

later. Take time and make sure you empty out the old beliefs.] 

So now turn to the person or people in the scene on the screen, and let them know that 

you understand that all these conditioned responses were born from a mistake… and 
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probably from old conditioning that they had themselves absorbed earlier in their own 

lives… In your own words, please let them know that it is no longer appropriate to have 

that old stuff in place… [Give time] … And tell them that it is your intention to let go of 

the old conditioning and replace it with new, empowering choices… and healthy truths, 

born from freedom… [Give time]… Good.

Now, turn to the mentor and ask that the old beliefs, vows and promises all be swept 

clean, be completely cleared out from every cell of your being… [Read out the list of 

beliefs, vows and promises you wrote down earlier]… Just let the mentor sweep, wash, 

hose, vacuum away every vestige of those old restrictive patterns… and you just watch 

and feel as it all is cleared from every cell in your body … right down to the level of 

your DNA… and the genes in your DNA… refreshing and clearing… from every molecule 

of your being… from the spaces between the molecules… right down to the level of 

consciousness itself… making sure the mentor gets in to all the stuck places… all the 

dark corners … all the secret places… until they are all completely cleared out…  Take 

as much time as you need… [Give as much time as needed]… Please let me know by 

nodding your head when that is completely fi nished … Fabulous! 

And now turn again to the mentor, and ask for assistance in the formulation of new, 

wholesome, empowering realizations or deepest truths… new, empowering, freeing vows 

and decisions… ones that are positively phrased, using only positive language and 

words… ones that will allow you to remain open, fully connected in life and fulfi lled… free 

to be your true self… And when you are ready, you can let me know what the new, healthy 

truths and decisions are… [Let yourself answer (the partner can give assistance if needed). 

Write down new realizations, truths, vows and decisions]… That’s beautiful… Thank you… 

So now, as you repeat these realizations out loud, affi rming their truth... [Read new truths 

and vows one by one, getting partner to repeat each one after you] 

Just ask the mentor to install them all, to re-program them into every cell of the being… 

Ask the mentor to fl ood every particle of your being with these new, empowering cer-

tainties and decisions… making them an integral part of you… freeing you… revitalizing 

you… energizing you… letting you come to peace and completion… Allowing you to 

freely feel and experience all that life has to offer… [Give time]… Just let me know when 

this is absolutely complete… [Give suffi cient time]… Wonderful.

And now, imagine opening your chest and your heart… and send forgiveness to the 

people associated with the old conditioning… forgiveness for anything that might need 

forgiving… And you can just whisper out that forgiveness… Great… And staying wide 

open, receive forgiveness from them for anything that might need forgiving in you… 
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however small or insignifi cant that might be… And fi nally forgive yourself for anything, 

and everything, that could use some forgiveness… [Give time]

And now, ask the younger you or the mentor what emotional resources or qualities 

would have helped at that time… What emotional resources or qualities would have 

been needed for this scene to have played out much more positively and bene-

fi cially then? … What would have helped the younger you handle things much more 

healthily and supportively back then? 

[Partner, be helpful. Get creative. Suggest qualities and ask if they would help: ability to 

stay open, ability and willingness to feel fully, courage, confi dence, love, self-esteem, 

ability to open and speak from the heart, ability to speak the truth, realization of authentic 

self, etc.]

Now hand the younger you from the scene a big colorful bunch of balloons, with each 

balloon containing one of these resources… Let the younger you breathe into each of 

these balloon qualities, one by one, and feel the resources permeating the younger you. 

[Name each resource and allow it to be breathed in]

And now watch as the younger you with the big balloon bouquet climbs back up on 

the screen… and see and hear and feel how differently it would have happened 

with these new truths and decisions already installed… with full access to these new 

healthy resources and realizations… Let the scene play out, and notice how things 

have changed now… Notice how you are able to remain open and let emotions simply 

fl ow through your body now… with the full knowledge that any emotion fully felt takes 

you right into the heart of freedom… leaves you in clarity and at choice… living and 

acting from freedom now… fully able to embrace and welcome whatever arises… and 

respond healthily, authentically, positively now… And when the new scene has fi nished 

completely, you can let me know… Great… So what happened? How was it different 

this time?… How does that feel?… [Let yourself answer]… Fabulous!

And now, just allow the new, more resourceful younger you to come down off the 

screen, come over to you on the couch and hug and merge with you… letting the young-

er you grow up inside the body of the present you… allowing any other similar memories 

relating to this issue to arise … and you can see the memories as they arise … or you 

can get a sense or knowing that this is happening … and as each memory arises, let 

it be washed through by the consciousness of the new resources and freedom 

inside you… with the growing realization and awareness that you are open, feeling, fully 

engaged in life and completely free… Let each memory be energetically transformed 
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by the new qualities… Great… And you can take as much time as is needed for this 

to happen… [Give suffi cient time]… And just nod your head when it is complete, and 

you’ve arrived at the present moment… Excellent… So what took place? [Let yourself 

answer]

And now seeing and hearing and feeling what it is like to be fi nally and completely free 

from that old pattern… open, fully alive, vibrant now … you can thank the mentor, and 

the guardian angel if you had one, and you may leave the viewing room, walking out 

happy in the experience of your new freedom, confi dence and wholeness… Great!

Now, imagine stepping in to the future a day from now… Get a sense of how you are 

feeling… of what has improved in your life over the last 24 hours… How do you feel?… 

[Let yourself answer]… Great… And now step in to the future a week from now… 

Just check what shifts have already taken place… Get a sense in your body of how your 

confi dence and trust have deepened… Can you feel the changes?… Great… 

What else has changed?… [Let yourself answer]… Great… 

And step in to the future a month from now… What about that old emotion, or those 

emotions, you were previously afraid to feel?… How easy is it to allow that now?… How 

healthy and free do you feel one month from now?… [Let yourself answer]… Great… 

And now just step into the future six months from now… getting a full sense of how 

your life has opened, and improved… How you have changed, deepened and grown six 

months from now?… See, and hear and feel how amazing it is to be you… Notice all the 

things that are newly possible in life… How good is it to be you, fully engaged in life, in 

this body, at this time… [Let yourself answer]… Wonderful!

And now step one whole year into the future… and open fully to the new experience of 

life that is being lived… What does it feel like when you are truly open to the full experi-

ence of life?… What differences show up in the experience of life, now that you are able 

and willing to allow all emotions to come and play… and dance through you… and take 

their leave?… How has life deepened, become more profound in this new awareness?… 

And how has it lifted, lighted and become more effortless…  more joyous… more en-

gaging… and more fun?… [Let yourself answer]… Excellent.

And knowing that time is just an illusion, and that everything that can be brought into 

consciousness is already here in consciousness… in the present moment… right here, 

right now… just come back to the present moment basking and celebrating in the ex-

traordinary freedom of your deepest self… 
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And knowing that you will only be able to open your eyes as soon as all parts of you are 

fully integrated and agreed that this transformation can only deepen and grow over time, 

that this realization of freedom and openness can only fl ourish and expand, and that 

your deepest authenticity can only unfold and express itself healthily and wholesomely 

in all ways, and when all parts of you are fully integrated and agreed that this can happen 

perfectly, automatically, of its own accord, effortlessly and organically, you may open 

your eyes now, when you are ready. 

Great job! Congratulations!

�

Give yourself at least a short break before continuing your reading. It may take 
a while for the results of this exercise to integrate, so if you need to put the book 
down and come back to it later, please do so. In any case, stay open and allow the 
results of the exercise to fi lter through, until it is complete. 

You should now feel at least a little more relaxed and free in relation to that old 
memory and beliefs and vows that may have arisen out of it. And, if you wish, 
you can repeat this exercise as many times as you want - working with the same 
memory of emotional shutdown, or with other diff erent memories. Th e more 
you use the exercise the stronger the results will be.

And now it is time to move on. In the next section I’ll share some of my per-
sonal experiences of emotional openness, something that has taken me years to 
really understand. It’s a crucial step in truly feeling our emotions and understand-
ing that it is safe and healthy to do so. 


